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^AY^O^. 
A C^IVLRSit 
H illHllllllllinii iltl! 
Hark, the voice of Jesus crying 
"Who will go and work to­
day? 
Fields are white and harvests 
waiting, 
Who will bear the sheaves 
away?" 
Loud and long the Master calleth, 
Rich reward He offers thee; 
Who will answer, gladly saying, 
"Here am I, send me ,send me?" 
JANUARY 30,1923 
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REVIVAL AT OAK GROVE ed through. GREAT ARTIST RECITAL 
Bro. Roahrig is a bold preacher, 
Over the last four week ends stu- scoring all kinds of sin and worldli- Mr- Maurice Dumesnil, the eminent 
dents from Taylor University have ness. As a pastor he is unusually e- French pianist made his first appear-
been helping Mr. Roahrig conduct a vangelistic and the Lord gives him anee to a Taylor audience in Helena 
revival in his church at Oak Grove, revivals wherever he goes. Hall, on the evening of Jan. 24.. His 
Mr. Marquis and Mr. Kenrick have Again we give Jesus all the glory varied, but nicely balanced program 
been with him each week and over and ask Him to preserve the work showed his thorough musicianship as 
the last two week ends Miss Daugh- that has been done.—H. Kenrick, '23. well as his musical versatility. 
erty and Miss Martin have rendered The two first numbers on the pro-
effective service in music and per- TAYLOR GIVEN BOOST BY gram Wer® esPeclally noteworthy. The 
sonal work HAYNES OF KOKOMO pZtnor wi g"ven with thTclearnesT The Oak Grove church is located in * minor was given witn rne clearness, 
a rural community of splendid cul- At one of the most remarkable precision and fine melodic articula-
ture and generally high educational meetjngs of tbe kin(j ever held in t'°n which this compositio de 
training. Some of the inhabitants jviarjonj before an attentive audience n e 66, 1,611 a a ''' ' „ 
have had college work and a good in the audit0rium of the First Pres- Dumes"d showed h,s h"e sense of 
many are high school graduates. We byterian church recently, Elwood mus,cal Proportion and gave an m-
have never seen a finer and larger Haynes, of Kokomo, maker of the terpretation of this difficult product 
group of young people in any country first automobile, inventor of stellite, of Beethovens later period of corn-
church of its size. and distinguished citizen, declared the Potion, which was well thought out 
Who would not covet these precious problems of labor and capital would and adl™rably played, 
souls for Jesus and his work, and not be determined by the principles The ChoPin Src,up was enthusiastic-
what could be a more promising and Gf men, n0r of iron clad rules, but a"y received by the audience, the 
inviting field for an old time revival? that their solution must come by the numbers being given with a finish and 
And to this worthy end the workers application of the principles of Jesus splendid concern for the fine aspects 
labored, preached, and prayed. Did Christ for which Taylor University °f style, as well as with fire and 
the Lord answer? The voices of scores stands. brilliancy. 
of newly born, and sanctified souls Mr. Haynes came to Marion in the The technical climax of the even-
cry "yes." Andi we swell the chorus interest of Taylor college, although inS came with the Liszt Hungarian 
by proclaiming, "He has proved Him- £be greater part of his address was Rhapsody No, 12. The fitful rhythmic 
self again." Hallelujah! devoted to the progress of the age, gyPsy tunes, rendered more vivid by 
Very few services were barren and jts relation to humane and education- the technical elaboration with which 
each Sunday night closed with a ris- al problems, and of the possibilities they are clothed were igven with e-
ing tide. Among those who found 0f tomorrow. motional power and aplomb. 
Christ were three school teachers, two Dr. John Paul, president of Taylor, The program was as follows: 
of whom, a young married couple, are spoke briefly but interestingly, in I 
feeling a call to the mission field via which he expressed his appreciation Andante con Variazioni in F minor, 
Taylor University. There are several of the people of Marion for their in- Haydn 
other young people thinking of Tay- terest in the university. jj. 
lor- Rev- E- F- RiPPey> Pastor of the Sonata 0p. 57> (Appassionata), Beeth-
The greatest results of this revival First Presbyterian church, who pre- oven 
were among the church members, sided at the meeting spoke eloquently Allegro molto e con brio 
many of whom confessed their back- and forcefully of Taylor, its present Andante con moto 
slidden state, were reclaimed, and and future. ^ Allegro ma non troppo 
then went on to holiness. There was Mr. Haynes who is the inventor of JJJ  
much prejudice against holiness bas- the automobile and stellite and world 0 „ , XT , n . 1  . . .  .  .  . . . .  B a l l a d e ,  N o .  1 ,  G  m i n o r  C h o p i n  
ed on ignorance, but by being true renowned mechanic and chemist in a Waltz Q 64; No 2 c gh minor 
to the Spirit's presence and anointing modest reference to his invention he ' , ' . ' ' ' 
the false ideas were removed and one said "My first automobile never was Noet°?™No 5> F sb majoi, chopin 
after another, these dear hearts saw much account. I drove it about one j u jn A flat major, Chopin 
their need and privilege and accepted thousand miles with much labor and 'r . „ _ , ,, . ,. j, . .. ,, Polonaise, Op. 53 Chopin the fullness of the blessing. May they vexation of spirit. v v 
be powerful workers for Him! Four The PASTOR> REV. R. F. Rippey, who A . .. thrl, . *Vpvp 
different ones that I recall were presided spoke very highly of Taylor M H H A P h 
sanctified in their homes. One of University. Rev. John Paul, D. D. T. r"8',: j ®f 
these, a lady,, felt so very grieved President of Taylor University who is Llebeslied, (Old Vienna waltz), 
that she had prejudiced others against a pleasing speaker and a safe, sane „ 161f! ^ .e anlal ... 
the truth of holiness. One of the an.d experienced educator and one of Lavine' eccentric (cake-walk) 
brightest experiences was that of a the greatest preachers the South ever Debussy 
boy seven or eight years old who produced made an earnest plea for v 
was saved with such power that the Taylor University and Christian edu- Scherzo in E minor Mendelssohn 
glory radiated from his very face, cation. Hungarian Rhapsody Nc. 12, Liszt 
You may know there was a shout in Chickering Piano used. 
the camp. Your® girls found Jesus nwi,.„ „i„ , • • , . , , When alone, a man's rights may 
too, also many married men, heads of be bjs own. wben be meets others H a man travels madly toward hell 
families—in a presume t ere were tbey become relationships, and must week-days he doesn't usually get all 
between thuty and forty who pray- be adjusted." the way back on Sunday. 
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YOU WILL WANT TO 
How is the forward movement for 
Taylor University progressing? 
The main soliciting campaign for 
December had to be deferred. It was 
decided to take time and draw out the 
campaign, holdings inspirational meet­
ings and publishing more informa­
tion saturated with prayer. One In­
diana county is committed for thirty 
thousand dollars with fifteen thou­
sand subscribed. Representatives of 
one State agree to undertake a hun­
dred thousand and some is subscribed. 
Representatives of another State pro­
pose to t ake fifty thousand as their 
share. ....A few thousand in direct per­
sonal subscriptions have come. Our 
correspondence indicates much prayer 
and some real faith. There is a won­
derful morale and a tide of prayer 
and spiritual blessing in the school 
itself. 
The managment of Taylor Univer­
sity names a million and a half in its 
prayer and its askings; but we add 
this: "If it is God's will." The exact 
meaning of the appeal is: Enough 
funds to lift all reproaches, furnish 
needed shelter and make the school 
fit for its mission. 
We are now full at Taylor Uni­
versity, and have need of a dormitory 
for two hundred more students next 
September. This situation is critical 
and pathetic. We should be ready 
to start a building when winter breaks, 
to be ready by fall. One thousand 
dollars will name and furnish a me­
morial room in that building with a 
name plate on the door. Will you 
take one? 
The President of Taylor has willed 
$1,000 to Taylor through a life estate 
note and asked a thousand friends to 
do the same. This cares for the fu­
ture. Would you care to examine one 
of the blanks? (1) It is conditional on 
the school's continued loyalty to the 
truth. (2) It is binding only when a 
hundred have signed. (3) It bears no 
interest except as the signer wishes 
it to do so. 
The school's greatest help is from 
the many who cannot do large things 
but who are sending their subscrip­
tions of from one to a hundred dol­
lars, backed with prayer and words 
of cheer. 
There is but one man in all the 
world that interests the girl who is 
in love. If all the others were to 
drop out suddenly she wouldn't miss 
them. 
t EXTRACTS FROM 
REV. J. C. LONG'S 
CHAPEL TALKS 
"The Holy anointing oil is never 
put on flesh. When I come to Him 
for the anointing I must be sure the 
flesh is crucified. 
It is all right to have a good en­
vironment but the most necessary 
thing is to be right before God. 
After a man is converted or regen­
erated there remains the principle of 
sin and we must have God to cleanse 
it out. Until this is done it is im­
possible to keep sweet and steady 
through life. There is also a danger 
of breaking down. 
Your physical desires are natural. 
We have such a tendency to idolize 
things. It is possible for us to indolize 
the ministry. 
We should do everything as unto 
the Lord. 
There is something in your heart 
that won't give God first place nor 
will it permit you to manifest the 
Spirit of Jesus. This is carnality and 
it will stay until you are baptized by 
the Holy Ghost. 
When a man is sanctified he has 
perfect love which gives great joy, 
peace and steadiness. When people a-
round him are doing and saying many 
mean things he remains composed. 
Kindness flows from a heart contain­
ing perfect love. 
God wants to cleanse all out of you 
that would respond to the call of sin. 
The devil holds out things for your 
future on earth but a man may be in 
eternity within a very short period of 
time. 
We take ourselves to hell. 
What surprises will meet a man 
when he is ushered into eternity. 
Everyone who has not been chang­
ed will spend eternity in hell with 
the devil and his angels. In hell, a 
place of agony and a place where 
there are no children. 
We may have a great deal of 
heaven on earth if we let Jesus pour 
His glory into our hearts. 
It is possible to be lost in the love 
of Jesus. 
There is a real Holy Ghost ex­
perience, then there is an experience 
that looks like it. 
According to Paul's letter to the 
Ephesians, a sinner cannot consecrate 
because he is a dead man. Therefore 
the only man who can be sanctified is 
one who has been born again, for 
there is no cleansing without conse­
cration. 
The Bible gives cleansing as the 
fundamental reason for consecration 
and not service. 
No soul can be full of God when 
there remains the carnal nature, 
which is the case in suppression. 
I have never seen a person on fire 
and trying to get people sanctified 
who was an advocate of the "sup­
pression theory". This theory makes 
no provision for the removal or 
crucifixion of the old man.. 
Concerning sanctification as a 
second definite work of grace, I 
know that it is a fact by experience; 
it leaves nothing in your heart to 
pollute; it brings tenderness in your 
heart and a well of water springing 
up and flowing over; the stream does 
not run dry. 
The people who have it are out and 
around looking for souls. 
Heaven is open to them. 
They are free in the Lord. 
You may be preserved in the Lord 
but not canned. 
You can always locate a hypocrite 
or a professor of religion when the 
Holy Ghost comes and1 people dem­
onstrate. 
You always find opposition from 
people when miracles are being per­
formed. 
The average preacher preaches to 
those outside of his church while a 
preacher with the power of the Holy 
Ghost preaches much to those inside 
of his church. He asks them to come 
down to real repentance too. 
If the power of God was present to­
day people would be crying day and 
night for God to save them. 
There are two phases of repentance, 
1. I must confess to God every 
wrong thing I have done then confess 
to others the wrong I have done them 
in so far as it is possible. 
2. It is necessary to make whatever 
restitution the Spirit prompts. There 
are some things impossible to right 
but one must as far as possible. 
It is impossible to repay the damages 
done by starting an evil tale on some­
one. 
If men would go to the bottom in 
their repentance, revivals would 
spring up everywhere. 
I would sooner confess my wrongs 
now than to wait till Jesus comes and 
be compelled to confess them before 
Him. 
God is waiting to pour out His 
Spirit but some people won't clean up 
therefore the blessing is blocked. It is 
possible for one individual to hinder 
the outpouring of the Spirit. 
There is no defeat for the institu­
tion or the individual that is right 
with God. 
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He wants to manifest Himself in 
the world but can't. He manifested 
Himself in the first century because 
men forsook sin. 
Why dlo not the churches have the 
fire today? It is sin. 
There are a few institutions in this 
country that are getting answers to 
prayer. 
Now what is wrong with the insti­
tution that is praying but receiving 
answers only in a measure? The 
Scripture says, 'If I regard iniquity 
in my heart the Lord will not hear.' 
One man or woman may defeat the 
whole flow, purpose or desire by be­
ing out of God's will. 
Jealousy is destroying the work in 
many churches and camp meetings. 
God has the supplies but He is 
waiting on us to get ready. Sin must 
be uncovered. 
Get right in your heart and faith 
comes. 
I wonder if God doesn't use certain 
substitutes when an institution is not 
up to the plane where faith alone can 
prepare the way."—L. D. 
FUZZY TARANTULA'S 
ADVENTURE 
(By Doris Atkinson.) 
The Tarantulas lived in a big 
banana tree in Florida. The family 
was composed of Mr. and Mrs. Tar­
antula and their little son, Fuzzy. 
As you know, all tarantulas have 
very bad reputations, for they are 
very wicked insects, almost always 
trying to hurt someone. But Fuzzy 
Tarantula was even worse than the 
average. His mother and father were 
always having to punish him for be­
ing naughty. 
One day after he had received a 
hard spanking for running off to 
play with the Hornet children, when 
his mother didn't know where he was 
he decided to run away from home 
for good. He was never going to 
come back home, he thought, for they 
were so mean to him there. 
He spied a big bunch of ripe 
bananas in a tree not far from theirs 
and he decided to hide in it andi when 
the men came to take it and sell it 
to a groceryman, he would go too. 
Quietly, he slipped out of his mother's 
sight down the trunk of the tree. He 
stopped when he reached the ground 
and carefully looked around to see 
whether his father and mother or any 
of the gossiping neighbors were look­
ing. Finding that his way was clear, 
he slowly started for the tree where 
he had spied the bananas. 
Suddenly he heard a hiss, that made 
his poor little heart pound dreadfully. 
He was so afraid of snakes and now 
very near him was a terribly ugly, 
wicked looking one. Fuzzy scampered 
away as fast as he could and hid until 
the snake had passed. 
Once more he started toward the 
tree but he was so frightened that 
every sound made him jump for the 
thought each time, it was one of his 
enemies after him. 
At last he reached the foot of the 
banana tree and he slowly climbed up 
the trunk. He didn't know he could 
be so tired! What a long journey it 
had seemed to him! When he had 
reached the bunch of bananas, he 
was entirely out of breath. But when 
he found a nice place to rest he be­
gan to feel quite happy to think that 
soon he would be far from home and 
that there would be no one to spank 
him. 
He had gone to sleep when all at 
once the bananas shook so hard that 
Fuzzy woke up with a start. He look­
ed up and there he saw a big gleam­
ing knife just a little over his head. 
How frightened he was and how he 
wished he were safe at home again! 
Then the man who had hold of the 
knife saw Fuzzy and instantly tried 
to kill him. 
"Oh, don't kill me! Please, don't 
kill me! I won't hurt you!", he cried 
in his spider language, but the man 
of course did not understand him. 
How it happened Fuzzy didn't know 
but some way he succeeded in escap­
ing from the man who wanted to 1 ill 
him, and he hid in a knot-hole in the 
tree trunk. 
By this time it was quite dark and 
poor Mr. and Mrs. Tarantula were 
very much woriied about Fuzzy. They 
had looked everywhere for him, but 
he wasn't to be found. At last they 
called out the Firefly detectives and 
sent them in every direction wilh 
their little Hash lights in search of 
Fuzzy. 
Finally the captain of the squad of 
detectives found the little runaway 
all huddled up in the knot-hole, cry-
lg for his mother. 
Mrs. Tarantula was so glad that 
Fuzzy was found again that she for­
got all about spanking him, so she 
kissed him instead. 
Home had never looked so good to 
Fuzzy as it did that night and he de­
cided never to leave it again. 
It is by no means pleasant work to 
go and preach judgment against Nin-
evah. Most of us would rather pay 
the fare and get aboard a ship to 
Tarsus. 
ALUMNI AND FORMER 
STUDENTS 
Prof, and Mrs. Jacob Bos of Bar-
bourville, Kentucky, announce the 
birth of a daughter, Esther, born De­
cember 23. Their many friends here 
send congratulations. 
Ethel Hodson is teaching in the 
White Institute at Wabash, Indiana. 
On account of poor health Iris Ab­
bey has been spending the winter 
with her parents at Upland. 
Bessie Smith is attending Moody 
Bible Institute this year. 
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Miller, 
Oct. 27, a daughter, Phyllis Glenna. 
Mr. Miller is still attending school 
in Winfield, Kans. He also has a 
charge near by. 
Helen Lewis is teaching the third 
grade in the Fairmont Public School 
Helena and Oliver Underwood are 
seniors in the New Cornerstown High 
School, New Cornerstown, Ohio. 
Audrey Faulder visited friends in 
Plain City, Ohio last week. The school 
at Millersport, Ohio where she is 
teaching was closed for a week on 
account of an epidemic of the flu. 
Lena Forman is doing stenographic 
work at the Court House in Anderson 
Indiana. 
Stanley R. Salter is Principal of the 
high school at Westminister, Ohio, 
this year. He says that next to being 
in school at Taylor that he enjoys 
teaching. He is endeavoring to hold 
up the standards and principles of 
Taylor University in that community. 
Raymond Sturgis is doing settle­
ment work in St. Louis, Mo. 
John Elliot is attending Earlham 
College Richmond, Indiana. He ex­
pects to finish his course this June. 
NIGHT TRAINS DONT STOP 
AT UPLAND ANY MORE 
The people of Upland and vicinity 
were very much disappointed when 
tl e Pennsylvania R( R. Company 
served notice that the night trains 
would no longer stop at Upland, nor 
at Gas City. 
Taylor University is perhaps the 
greatest loser for these trains were 
oiten used by members and friends 
of the school. 
However, efforts are being made to 
resume the night service. We sin-
erely hope that this effort will be 
successful for it will mean a great 
asset to both the town and the college. 
Like the tiiesome guest, winter is 
most popular wl.en it comes and goe.u 
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DR. PAUL'S FORMER SECRETARY NOW WORKING UNDER 
A TAYLOR ALUMNUS IN INDIA. A MESSAGE FROM INDIA 
Thandaung, Burma. 
November 29th, 1922. 
Dear Friends: 
I have finally reached my destina­
tion, and am glad to be at work 
again. Conference closed Sunday, the 
26th, and' I left immediately for 
Thandaung, although I came up be­
fore I would be working. The Bishop 
said he thought it would be cruel to 
put two new missionaries up here, and 
Miss Doddridge was willing to be 
changed after she learned there was 
no chance to add a high school here 
for some time to come. Then too the 
high altitude effected her heart. She 
will be in charge of the English school 
in Rangoon, where they were need­
ing some one with a degree. A great 
deal of stress is laid on degrees in 
this country. If a person can acid 
from four to six letters to his name 
it adds greatly to his dignity, so you 
see I'll not have a chance to be 
dignified. 
Miss Amburn, who has been at 
Thandaung for a year will be my co­
worker. It is a good thing that some 
one remained who knew about the 
machinery and how to manage the 
servants for Miss D. or I would have 
been up against it. This is really a 
man's job and the Parent Board 
wanted to take over this work, but 
the W. F. M. S. did not see fit a 
year ago when the matter was dis­
cussed. My work will have to do with 
all the business connected with the 
school and I am glad as that is more 
in my line. Miss Amburn will have 
charge of the educational side and 
do the preaching, as she is a local 
preacher, and of course we will both 
have to do many and various things 
we never expected. Sometimes the 
servants, who are all Karens from the 
jungle, suddenly take a notion to go 
back to their villages and get on a 
drunk, and leave without warning. 
We will then have to proceed to the 
kitchen and help with the cooking, 
and it is quite often necessary for the 
missionaries to do the bread baking 
in order to have bread fit to eat. One 
of the first questions I was asked 
when I arrived was if I could bake 
bread). 
The school is located on the top of 
a mountain, with mountain peaks all 
about—wonderful scenery. It could 
well be called ' the land of the skies' 
as we are above the clouds most of 
the time. The drive up the mountain 
from Thoungoo, our nearest town and 
railroad station, is beautiful. Several 
years ago the government built the 
road and it is fine for automobile 
travel, although the steep incline is 
hard on tires and brakes and the 
Mission Board at home cannot un­
derstand why so much money is spent 
on cars. The Overland touring car 
they have had but three years is 
entirely worn out, the brakes dfcm't 
work and I was quite nervous coming 
up yesterday, although we have a 
good Burmese driver. We are hoping 
to keep him next year. The trip all 
the way, 28 miles, is through the 
jungle, and it is so dense I don't see 
how animals of any size can get 
through it, although tigers are fre­
quently seen. It gradually gets cool­
er coming up, and a light wrap feels 
very comfortable here when they are 
having intense heat in Rangoon. They 
told us we arrived there at a fortun­
ate time, as this is their cool season, 
but we thought it was very hot and 
just as warm as it ever gets in Ken­
tucky. Of course we have to wear 
our toppie hats from seven in the 
morning until five in the evening on 
account of the light, even, up here 
on the mountain where it is so much 
cooler. We have no frost up here 
and the roses, poinsettas and other 
flowers bloom the year around. It is 
so pretty up here that it will make 
up for the hardships we may have. 
The school closes December 8th. 
There are 84 childfren here this year 
and we hope to have one hundred 
when school opens March 1st. They 
will all return to their homes with 
the exception of the orphans and we 
are planning to have a nice Christ­
mas for them. We will also have to 
make their clothing dluring vacation 
(continued on page 9) 
Nowgong, Bundelkhand, India 
December 13, 1922. 
Dear Friends: 
We received a letter from you just 
after we had sent one, so we have 
not hurried to write since. We told 
them that the plague was over, and 
now people are cleaning their houses 
getting ready to go back after al­
most four months of camping. And 
it is getting pretty cold for that now, 
although if conditions were different 
we would be out camping now to 
preach in the distant villages. We will 
go out after the holidays and see 
what kind of a welcome we get. There 
are still a few cases of plague in 
villages near Nowgong but such few 
occasional ones may continue all the 
cold season. Big cities have it every 
year but it has never reached1 Now­
gong before. It took at least 200 peo­
ple out of 250 who had it, so you see 
it is serious. 
Taylor news is very interesting to 
us with all the weddings that have 
taken place, etc. We had a copy of 
the Echo a few weeks ago and hope 
to get others soon. Yesterday we re­
ceived a letter from Leo Slagg at 
Oskaloosa and learned that Harold 
is there at C. H. U. this year. He has 
a charge and is preaching twice each 
Sunday. They did not say whether 
Nettie was with them or not. Leo 
was one of my best friends in my 
North Dakota charge. 
I will have to tell you a nice little 
joke we had, although it was not 
meant as a joke for it was expensive 
to the perpetrator. We ordered some 
groceries from Calcutta and they 
should have weighed about 15 
pounds, but when I received the box 
it was 46 pounds. I had to pay the 
freight and then on opening the box 
found what I had ordered plus six 
bottles of Irish Whisky. It was not 
even charged to me so it was all a 
mistake. I lelt it in my "cellar" for 
about three weeks until I got instruc­
tions about returning it. It is quite 
legal here so I could not smash it 
unless I paid for it, I told the shippers 
that it was quite a joke to send 
(continued on page 13) 
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GLIMPSES OF PEASANT LIFE enter school, could, not be enrolled thirteen days in dTill. A person is 
IN FRANCE in the army, could not get married, finally free but he is subject to draft 
and might even have trouble being in case of a battle until he is forty-
(continued from last issue) buried. The baby's first outing takes five. 
A Wedding in France must take place two or three months later on Everywhere one finds that the com-
place before civil authorities before a Sunday afternoon, when it is carried mon characteristics of the French 
it will be valid. The ceremony before to the church fbr baptism. The baby peasant people are their ruggedness, 
the priest does not count except in is sumptuously dressedi It is a great friendliness, simplicity and beauty of 
sentiment, for Catholics ignore civil occasion for the family and friends living.—Arthur Rehme, '25. 
weddings. The civil wedding is carried but the baby evidently does not think 
on quietly while quite a display is so, for it wails at the unusual cloth- ONE LITTLE MAID 
shown at the church. It generally ing and surroundings and protests 
takes place about the time of the strongly against the sprinkling of the By Mary Gilbert Wray 
morning mass and after that the holy water on its head. This ceremony „ She came from the land of the 
bridal party has a feast and then they is accompanied by a great feast at Sunrise> a mere wisp of humanity, 
go for a ride. In the evening they which presents are given and re- scarcely five feet high and weighing 
take part in a dance and then the ceived. After the child gets to be less tban ninety pounds, but vibrant, 
next day they feast again. eight or ten years old, boys and girls onthusiastic, fascinating. Her name? 
Child life is very interesting in are no longer associates. This separa- Sbi£ura San. Her age? Well, in our 
France. Boys and girls go to separate tion is partly natural. Their interests occidental computation she is now 
schools. In the boys' school one finds are different in the amusements, twenty; but in the Japanese reckon-
himself in a high well lighted/ room Girls are more religiously inclined sbe is twenty-one, since in that 
in good repair, with book shelves, due to the influence of their mothers land the child is counted as one year 
desks, and backless benches. Child- while the boys pattern after their °^d at birth. But diminutive, "lissome 
ren from the ages of seven to thirteen fathers and believe that men are not a® a hazel wand1" and innocently 
go to school. The boys wear dark supposed to go to church as women childish in manner you would not 
frocks, similiar to dresses, that come do. guess her age by half, 
to the shoe tops. When the boy France is the land of thrift. Money Shigura San was born in Japan of 
reaches the age of nine or ten he never sups away carelessly, even for Poor but noble lineage. Her mother 
wants a portfolio in which to carry pieasures They believe in hard work bad become a Chrisian, but when she 
his belongings to and from the school. and, careful spending. The savings of voiced a desire to educate her daugh-
It is considered much more import- the rural folk are deposited wjth the ter in the "Western faith" she found 
ant an a hat or cap for many boys government. Interest is allowed! and her Pathway beset by many dif-
come to school without hats. In fact on dividend day people flock in great Acuities. Providentially a lovely 
it seems that French people do not numbers to local branches. There American ladly touring the Orient, 
in l necessaiy or e oys o may be several bank accounts on a met this eager mother and daughter 
if* f°rto ?,,S P.aCKe .JT si"Sle ordinary farm, for many times and interested herself in their behalf. 
• Tf r, 3 S,in 6 SC °° , U', " even tbe servants deposit money. % her counsel and encouragement a 
™,t pu, i, L a1h™c" nail or hi 'k^'l.ThS^d"t 7 f "" • u 1 , , Ple to save, it is a habit developed at Taylor University. Here no tuition a niche about the desks. The master frnrn n},ii,«,neri ,• , , 1 , , ^ lclK <-u,u«n 
and his family live in the sehnnl childhood. There is no tendency was pledged, no contract made for 
and his family live in the school to excessive labor. The housework is the expense of her education- but 
building. A door opens from the =imnle furnish,nn-c a,a 1 u o 1 , eaucation, Dut u„ , - . ,v j , .. , simple, lurmshings are not elaborate l.ere was a need which the school was schoolroom into the family kitchen. ana • , , , . , cu u,c" me scnooi was 
A visitor is a very unusual thing in The humblest kind of ne"' e"S?m^' ?U1C *° Pe'ceive. And so this old 
the school room. However the child- consists of Som on t "^.tuGon, though struggling with its 
ren seem to be getting a fairly goad T medium size nnTL n T ^  l° me6t CUnent eX" 
education. School begins at eight in hundred and twentv to t^ h01"^"^ pensfs and at tbe same time assist 
the morning and lasts until four in and fift A pr„.i.W, h undi"ed worthy students to prepare for wicfe 
the afternoon with a two-hour noon cejves about seventy cents & Tli^ usefulness> °Per>ed its doors to the 
intermission and a short recess in rn wintp,. this <=, -3 ,3f maid from °ld Japan. Here Shigura 
each session. The weekly holiday to only sixty cents ^ecefee for S —568 ^ answers calls 
comes on Thursday in place of Sat- onlv 0 h r, missionary talks or sings gospel 
urday as is customary in our own ing the sjx' weeks harvestm6 a 8°"g8 in her shrill> sweet soprano, all 
C0Untry" worker can make one dollar a day „! Tf ret f™? VZ prepar!ng 
Unless one's parents have means, and his board. i eturn to the little waiting 
one has almost no chance of educa- The henw e , , r"°t er and a definite ministry to her 
tion beyond what one gets in the to bear is The S Pa°P'e have almond-eyed sister* in t^e home-/ B to bear is the military system. Every land; 
elementary schools. In a few towns , , . 
the government supports advanced tu • ,r f" TifS l S61Vf 1S ®ut. what of Taylor University's 
special schools, but it only pays a den,s nr ' . 6° 0g11fa S part "n tbis drama of missionary edu-
part of the expenses. 6 tS* °r S Ude"tS Wh°Se Callmg 18 cation? Ah. that will be in the records 
A child t,„c„ ,o the dice ^'""The Z -t't ,l" """ r~d 
o, the village befoc, „ i. . S'iTi, a",' td ^  
week old. Then, before the father many are gIad to be released. Two At The Post Office 
and two witnesses a certificate is fill- years after a man is released from LaRue Picklesimer-"What is that I 
ed out and the child gets a legal doc- the army he must spend at least smell'" 
It!" rh,?i 00T°n; tWenty eight days in military drilL Mae Skow—"I guess it's the dead 
weal. Without it the child could not Two years after that he must spend letters." 
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DR. PAUL'S TRIP 
Mr. and Mrs. Lane and children of 
Knoxville, Tenn. moved' here last 
week. Mr. Lane has entered Collgee. 
William Jennings Bos, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Ed. Bos is quite sick with 
grip-
John ^hilling left last Friday for 
Nyack New York where he has ac­
cepted a position. He visited relatives 
at Cleveland, Ohio and Glorcesville, 
New York on his way there. 
Eugene Pilgrim occupied the pul­
pit at Rev. Clarence French's church 
at Home Corners, Sunday.. 
Harold Kenrick and Henry Mar­
quis spent the leek end helping in 
meetings near Portland. 
Mrs. E. J. Harris was called to 
Bradford, Pa. by the serious illness 
of her father. 
Word was received of the death 
of Mr. Landon, of Kokomo, father of 
Miss Juanita Landon who was called 
home a short time ago on account of 
his serious illness. Miss Mabel Lan­
don, his sister, was also called to his 
bedside before his death. 
Miss Mabel Cady of Muncie spent 
the week end at the home of Prof, 
and Mrs. Blodgett. 
Prof. Blodgett and Mr. Chang spoke 
in the First Presbyterian church at 
Muncie Sunday. 
A Birthday surprise supper was 
given to Miss Mildred Radaker, Mon­
day evening by a number of her 
friends. The room was very tastefully 
trimmed in honor of the event and a 
delicious supper served to the follow­
ing: Misses Mildred Whetsel, Silvia 
Lowe, Edith Gillespie, Vesta Lowe, 
Lulu Whitaker, and Mildred Radaker. 
Several have been on the sick list 
the past week, among the number are 
Dr. and Mrs. Newton Wray, Mrs. 
Savanna Higgins, Prof. C. A. Durfee, 
Mrs. M. O. Abbey, and Miss Sylvia 
Lowe. 
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson of Summit-
ville visited their children Miss 
Thersia and Mr. Joe Johnson last 
week. 
M. O. Abbey and Harold Ellison 
attended the annual meeting of the 
stock holders of the Crystal Chemical 
Corporation at Summitville Wednes­
day last week. 
Dr. Monroe Vayhinger who is home 
for a few days, preached at Chapel 
Sunday afternoon. 
Lewis Daughenbaugh has been suf­
fering with a bruised face as the 
consequence of taking a too hurried 
descent down the stairs in the Ad­
ministration Building, Tuesday even­
ing. 
Mrs. Mason of Fort Wayne was a 
visitor here Wednesday. 
Mrs. Wray is confined to her home 
by illness. 
Tuesday evening several from here 
attended a meeting in the First Pres­
byterian church, Marion, at which the 
Hon. Elwood Haynes gave an address 
in the interest of Taylor University. 
Prof. C. A. Durfee who has been 
ill the past week is able to be out 
again. 
Mr, Milligan of Muncie was the 
guest of P. K. Sowash last week end. 
Miss Sibyl Blake spent the week 
end at her home in Van Buren. 
John Fisher was called to his home 
in Pennsylvania, Monday, by the ill­
ness ol his sister. 
Miss Larson of Fargo, North Dako­
ta arrived Saturday to take up the 
dsuties of the teacher of Domestic 
Science. 
Dr. John Paul spent January 11-13 
in Chicago, as representative of our 
college at the annual meeting of the 
American Association of Colleges. 
Taylor University is a member of 
this organization which convened in 
Chicago this year. Dr. Paul reported 
that some interesting discussions 
were given and some new thoughts 
submitted. 
While in the city, Dr. Paul called 
at the Chicago Evangelistic Institute. 
From Chicago Dr. Paul went to 
Indianapolis where he preached at 
the Cadle Tabernacle on Sundlay to 
at least 5,000 people. His messages 
were received with great apprecia­
tion. 
A TAYLOR STUDENT 
HONORED 
In the International Essay Contest 
on the theme, "The World Move­
ment against Alcoholism," conducted 
by the Intercollegiate Prohibition 
Association, during October and No­
vember, one of the forty cash prizes 
offered by the World League against 
Alcoholism was awarded Miss Doris 
Atkinson, a student at Taylor Uni­
versity. 
As a worthy recognition of the in­
terest taken in this great world sub­
ject, Dr. Paul publicly awarded the 
prize before the student bod'y at a 
chapel session. Much interest was 
manifested. Taylor feels proud of her 
worthy student. It was announced 
that this was a contest in which 213 
students from 130 different colleges 
and universities in the United States 
and Canada participated. 
We extend our congratulations to 
Miss Atkinson. 
ANOTHER CHANCE 
"Get your doctrine out of the Bible 
not from the lives of men." 
God's trains always come in on 
time. 
to win a similar prize will be given 
during the spring term. The I. P. A. 
announces a contest with $1000.00 in 
cash prizes. This will be a fine op­
portunity to get some good ex­
perience in essay writing and per­
haps a good starter for a bank ac­
count. 
For the fall term the first 
place and a prize of $300.00 
were won by Frank H. Nelson of the 
University of Chicago, and second 
honors went to Jogendra N. Sahui of 
the University of Michigan. 
For further information write or 
see EdStor of the Echo. 
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LIFT UP YOUR EYES 
AND LOOK 
By Dr. John Paul 
command that they should pray for 
laborers to be sent into the harvest. 
They had already got the vision and 
received a commission when ordered 
to pray for laborers. The fact that 
we are ordered to pray, "The king­
dom come," is a proof that we have 
our commission. What a pity if any 
of us fail to receive the vision! 
"The fields are white already," said 
Jesus, nineteen centures ago. And 
that word already carries a volume of 
meaning. The need was to be cumu­
lative, and the opportunity was to be 
increasingly magnificent. With ebbs 
T , , , and flows this tide of human need has scend in clouds of glory. It would be , ., . , , . , , ^ ./ , . . presented itself greater in volume, un-
a blessed day to me ,f such is true tj, there fa Qpen tQ ^ ^  
ajidlamprepared not to be surprised js India> and there are Korea an(J Ja_ 
if tonight while I sleep the trumpet ... ., , . „ 7 , , , , - , „ , . . , Pan. with the barriers of centuries If Jesus tasted death for every man, shall begin to sound. K„ ., . . „ 
TJ- X- , , / TJ X ti 11 r J . . torn away by the agencies of Provi-His resurrection must have been a But frankly I do not believe we dence 
provisional victory over the grave for have yet done what the Master has F„ ' , . . ... , . . , , . , ,, . . , - . , ., Lvery intelligent missionary must 
every human being; and this victory commissioned us to do as the neces- a(Jmit that th h m soulg haye 
should be proclaimed to all who sary preliminary to His return to been savedj we have tQuched 
through fear of death are all their earth I know we had not yesterday, the e(]ge of the task of publishing the 
lifetime subject to bondage. or He would have come yesterday. a i 4-1 -
m i  ,  1 1 .  u- U D 4 .  It  I, 4 .  4-t. Hospel among them. And there again The upward look for which we But how much nearer are we to the • Af„. n u u i • • i- . i • T I? a, * ifin * 4.u- 4. i o 1S Atrica> whose natives have been plead is indicated in our Lords words tulhllment of this program today? u.lu- „ v fi Klinrt, . ti . <tT* j! i- •» T 4-i_ i 4-4- , i , babbling by the brooks ever since in John 4:35: "Lift up your eyes and In the last twenty-four hours how Columbus discovered America, since 
look on the fields; for they are white much have you prayed or paid or Caegar crogsed thfi Rubicon; and 
already to harvest." The selfish man toiled that the Gospel of the Kingdom many of them stm wajt tQ hear fQr 
looks too low; thus his horizon is nar- might be published among all nations? t,jle tjme sweet name 0f 
rowed, and he sees only his own Bear this in mind. Our Master's jesus wh0 saves 
crowd. The impractical man looks too Word is out; this Gospel of the King- In Latjn America four centuries 
high, and sings about Millenniums and dom must be preached among all na- ag0 the half.beathen adventurers 
Pentecosts whenever a soul is con- tions before He comes, and, if we un- frQm tbe old WQrld were amalgamated 
verted under his ministry; when from derstand correctly, He will immediate- with A(lam>s wild sons of myster„ 
the remote heathen, whom he has ly make His advent into the world and tLey aie tbere t uneVangelized, 
never intelligently taken on his heart, when the full measure of this require- easily recp0nsive to every act of 
down to the children of his own ment is met. Do you not see then up- meix.y> to every prayer and sermon. 
hearthstone, there is a cryir(g need of on whose actions must dtepend the what leader is tbeie on tbe mission 
a strenuous soul-saving effort. All fruition of the blessed hope? Do you fields today who could not take a 
that wars and rumors of wars indi- not see that the devil and the big guns ship load of Spirit-filled missionaries 
cate with regard to the progress of this of militarism cannot bring back the and a sbip load of gold and so 
age is that "the end shall not be yet" King of Righteousness? Do you marshal and apply them as to invade 
(Mark 13:7); one thing alone fur- want Him to come? I do; my heart Satan's kingdom and enthrone Jesus 
nishes sufficient evidence of the ap- goes out with literal eagerness; my Christ among thousands and even 
proach of the King; and that is, the soul is aglow with the hope of His millions where His name is scarcely 
discipline of all nations, the publish- appearing; all that is within me cries, known 
ing of the Gospel to all people. This "Come, Lord Jesus," and I can almost u • ,, , T-. , , , ... , j „ . Briefly, God neecs your money, Gospel must be published among all hear the sound of the Halleluiahs • . , ... . . .  T  x r ,  .  .  . . .  ,  ,  ,  y o u r  i n c e s s a n t  p r a y e r s ,  y o u r  c h i l d r e n ,  nations before Jesus Christ will come which will echo around the world and perh you> tQ bHsh thfa goo.d 
and usher in the Millennium. when our glorified Lord shall descend news among all nationS) and hasten 
To what extent all nations must be with His hosts in the air. But it is tbe coming of our Lord. You may 
Christianized is an open question; but of no use for me to sit and wait; if I not weigb much; and may therefore 
they must all be evangelized. There Iove His appearing I must be up and hesitate to throw yourself in the 
is no other sign of the Second Coming doing. It remains for His church by scaies; but if we all hesitated this 
of our Lord which has not been re- her diligence to make a date for His giorjous day WOul.d be delayed. Pile 
peatedly forthcoming ever since the return. up yQur prayers pjJe up your tithes. 
fall of Rome; but the evangelization Now, in order to hasten His return, Walk worthily of the vocation with 
of the world has yet to take place, must we rush nervously into the har- which you are called. Never allow 
How nearly we have reached the re- vest field, and begin to reap? That yourself one day to lose conscious-
quired extent of preaching the Gospel is not the order of John 4:35. The ness of the vast harvest field, and of 
for a witness to all nations may be an words, "Lift up your eyes and look your responsibility. 
open question. Some think the Scrip- upon the fields" mean that you and 
tural measure has been fulfilled and I must intelligently grip the situation. Good light, good air, and good Gos-
that our Lord may at any moment de- Long before He had given that similar pel belong together! 
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A PRIZE IN EVERY been telling you about the dough- trade Taylor made with Asbury. I am 
PACKAGE nut, and the hole is the lack of funds, anxious to hear about your opening 
,, _ : ~ r lach of equipment, and a building at Taylor and how you are all liking By Rev. J. C. Long, of Mooser, N. Y. In bad repair. There is only one ]arge yQur nfiw home 
ne sitting on t le platform of the building and it looks more like a barn I have had one New Era and through 
ay or niversi y assem y a and! inside than anything else. I am going the Bells have heard about the opening 
facing near y t iree hundred students to replace the broken windows and at Asbury. Have had no letters from 
wit t e mai s o sweet, pure woman- mabe some necessary repairs on faith. America since I arrived, but am en-
hood and" earnest, Christian manhood Bishop Smith also advised us to buy joying the Literary Digest and Am-
stampe upon em, can u y reaize a Ford truck, which we have ordered, erican magazine which arrived to-
that the caption of this article is true. He came up to visit the school last day. 
This condition is reached because of week and was very enthusiastic about I wrote a little summary of our trip 
Christian parents, or God fearing the healthy looking children and the through Europe, which I expected to 
ministers who have preached and flne progress they make in their send to you as soon as I got to my 
lived the Truth and that Taylor Uni- school work in this good climate. typewriter, but I find the write-up 
versity still keeps the fires upon her Mogt Qf thg children are Eurasions, is in a trunk which has not yet ar-
a tais anc a ie\iva t roug out t e ^hat is, mixed bloods, either English ri.ved. My trunks are coming by 
•vear' and Indian or English and Burmese, bullock cart and it is a slow process. 
These young people have come rpbe jr;ngbsb do not claim them, neith- Everything is slow out here, even the 
from many States in the Union, also er do tbe Illdians or Burmese, so trains. 
South America, China, Korea, Japan, tbey are a people without a country I have written a regular missionary 
India, and! Palestine. While the rea- and tbey have no opportunity unless letter, and I haven't run down either, 
sons for their coming may be varied, tbe Americans come to their' assist- but I will give you a breathing spell 
yet special service for God very ance Most of the children here have and write the rest in next issue. I 
largely predominates. When one talks a tragedy jn their heritage. will be happy to hear from you any 
with the Arabian from Jerusalem who mi . . . , T. . . _ The missionaries at Rangoon gave 
is preparing for mission work among ug guch & cQrdial welcome that we Yours in Burma, 
his own people, be feels like hugging haye felt lnuch at ,bome from the Lela Kintner 
him for the vision he caught for ser- day wg ,anded, Mr BeU and Mr_ Har. (Miss Kintner was Dr. Paul's 
vice while living in the City of Cruci- wQod camg Qut tQ meet ug before private secretary for six years. She 
fixion. A touching sight was wit- Qur ghjp landed That night the Har_ bas now accepted a position as Busi-
nessed in a recent student prayer woodg h&d a djnner party fQr aU the ness Manager of a Woman's Bible In-
meeting where there was an Ameri- Agbury crowd_six of us. Mr. Boyles stitute in India.) 
can boy seeking the Lord and this liveg ngar Rangoon and could not get 
same brother beside him instructing there Qf course they had many "We do not discover the heart cf 
and praying lor him. One could U a qUestjons to ask about Asbury and unbelief, the carnal heart, until the 
page with scenes similar to this which were g0 sorry you found it necessary Holy Spirit shows it to us. When He 
aie happening at Dear Old Taylor. mabe tbe change but had many exposes it, we see it, and cry out for 
The cost of education and caring kind thi„gs to say in your behalf, cleansing. We realize that here is 
for these splenc.id students is $72.00 j^y ^ g ^ Abbey, is a graduate something deeper than was our guilt 
above tuition and board, which leaves , y j and js j-eioicing- over the from which only God can deliver us." 
$20.00 deficit each year or $80.00 per 
day for the 252 school days of the 
year.. Heretofore we have charita­
bly asked for gidts to help, but we be­
lieve there are many persons who love 
to spread scriptural holiness enough 
to become partners with Taylor Uni­
versity in helping send these young 
people out equipped physically, men­
tally and spiritually. 
Can we depend upon you to be one 
of the 252 who will share with us in 
this great work? If so please send 
pledge at once and money before May 
1, 1923, to Rev. John Paul, President, 
Upland, Ind. 
DR. PAUL'S FORMER SECRE­
TARY NOW IN INDIA 
(continued Horn page t) 
time. I am hoping to get some 
Missionary Societies interested in our 
orphans, as it will be my work to 
raise money for their support. 
You no doubt have heard the story 
of the doughnut and the hole. I have 
GOOD NEWS 
i 
For Taylor University and Friends 
Who Can Attend i 
The Gleaning Services i  
February 11 to 18, inclusive ! 
Special Workers 
Mrs. Iva D. Vennard 
Rev. C W. Ruth | 
93:0 A.  M. Everybody Welcome 8:00 P. M. ! 
! 
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time which gives him an impetus to 
overpower that great enemy of time, 
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Literary Editor Louise Smith momen 
Local Editor - —- Helen Wing Again, how about our record of 
Chronicler and Humorous Editor Dorothea Leech time during the hours of recreation? 
Alumni Editor Ethel Morton Do we spend the time in real re-
Athletic Editor Harold Eaton creation or do we idle away the mo-
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OUR TIME RECORD As students who are seeking after 
record. 
Finally, the way we spend our 
time in the service of our Eternal 
King is very important. The moments 
thoughtlessly wasted if spent in pray­
er and Bible study, would bring un­
told blessings upon our lives. But we 
excuse ourselves and say that we do­
n't have time or that we will attend 
to this matter later. Again that old 
thief of time has blindfolded our 
minds and has stolen one of our 
knowledge, could we not improve lHec'0US Jewels. 
Man has been given one of the some of our moments by more careful Oh, that we as students in college 
greatest opportunities of life but with study? Colleges and Universities are would grasp the meaning of the real 
it has come one of the greatest re- filled to their utmost capacity with value of time and so use it that it 
sponsibilities—the proper use of time, young men and young women, but in may not he said of us that we have 
Time properly used may prove a all of these institutions of learning wasted our time or failed to use it 
blessing to the useir, but if wasted, it there can be found; those who do not properly. Moreover, let us remember 
may bring untold misery. seem to have the right conception of the words of Hannah More, "He who 
Someone has stated it thus: "Time the value of time. cannot find time to consult his Bible 
wasted is existence, used is life." If How easy it is to lose a few mo- will one day find he has time to be 
this is true, many people are only ments here, five or ten minutes there, sick, he who has no time to pray 
existing instead of really living. They or a few hours elsewhere until duty must find time to die; he who can 
seem to fail to grasp the goldlen op- requests our attention and we exclaim f'nd no time to reflect is most likely 
portunities that come with every mo- have no time!" to find time to sin; he who cannot 
ment. They evidently fail to realize Opportunity may also call at our "me for repentance will find1 an 
that some dair their Eternal-Time- door but we have no time for service. 
Keeper will call for a record of every Thus our record becomes marred by 
moment entrusted to them. In that the misuse of time, 
day excuses will be of no avail. There Where are the ministers who have 
will be no hope of recovering the mo- not neglected to make the best use of 
ments that were lost. They are gone their time for study and meditation? 
forever. Perhaps there are a few but we be- TAYLOR STARTS DRIVE 
If we could fully realize the value lieve they are very busy but what FOR $20,0000 IN MARION 
of the present and the importance it are they accomplishing? As shepherds 
has upon our eternal destiny we would of the flock what food do they get Taylor University has just begun 
in all probability be more careful how for their sheep? Could they show a its drive for $20,000 in the city of 
we utilize this eternal gift so that properly used time record? Marion, and although very little time 
our time record might be acceptable In the business world the man oc has been taken aP with the d,rive so 
unto our Creator. Therefore let us success dares not waste his time. He far> nearly $5,000 has been subscribed, 
notrce that in whatever walk of life knows failure is likely to overpower "We are feeling confident of vic-
we may be the proper use of our time him if he loses a moment. He has tory, said Director E. L. Eaton, "be-
is very essential caught the vision of the value of cause the good Christian people will 
eternity in which repentance will be 
of no avail; he who cannot find time 
to work for others may find an e-
ternity in which to suffer for him­
self." 
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not let Taylor fail." 
Mr. Eaton said he was getting sup­
port from the business men, and the 
church members were showing a re­
markable interest. "Taylor has a 
strong appeal for Christian people," 
Mr. Eaton said, "because it is one of 
the few colleges in the country which 
are hanging on to the old-fashioned 
philosophy of religion and morals. 
Workers from Taylor will be in the 
city for several days working on the 
drive. 
CHRONICLES 
A MESSAGE FROM INDIA 
(continued from page D) 
whisky to an American missionary, 
but they were profuse in apology 
assuring me that they meant no joke 
or insult. 
Now we are getting ready for our 
Christmas and it means quite a bit of 
work. We have to get gifts for about 
200, old and young, andl also teach 
songs and speaches for a program. 
Friends at home send out things that 
help in the line of gifts and we have 
to buy more to suit every one. 
Clothes and blankets are much ap­
preciated. This year we have enough 
blankets and quilts so that each home 
will get one. And we have more than 
enough dolls for the girls. 
Inez has translated, with a little 
help, a Christmas song for the little 
children, and we are teaching an­
other to six boys to the tune of "Thou 
Didst Leave Thy Throne and Thy 
Kingly Crown When Thou Camest 
to Earth for Me." (No. 122 M. E. 
hymnal). Then we are teaching four 
boys, "Oh Little Town of Bethlehem" 
in English. They can sing it well and 
understand the words, too. Other 
children will have songs, too, but we 
do not have recitations in Hindi like 
in English, so we are using Bible 
verses instead. 
We have also translated "I Will 
Praise Him" for our own use and will 
try some others from the "Best of 
All" which we do not have in Hindi. 
We want next, "Our Lord is Com­
ing Back to Earth Again". We write 
them out the best we can and then 
have them corrected by our teacher, 
who happens to be our best preacher 
now 
I think this is all the news this time, 
I must quit and get ready for prayer 
meeting. I want to speak a few 
minutes to-day without notes, in 
Hindi, on Matt. 16: 16. 
With lots of love, 
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Rogers 
"The steps of a good man are or­
dered by the Lord."—(and his stops 
also). 
Jan.8—We all know that Russian 
boots are the vogue for street wear. 
However, Helen Shoemaker sets a 
new style by wearing them in P. T.. 
class,. 
Jan. 9—Skibinsky-Reed Recital. 
Jan. 10—The Gem Staff are hustl­
ing around for pictures. 
Jan.ll—College prayer meeting. 
Jan. 12—Philo Program. 
Jan. 13—Basket ball game. Eulog's. 
vs Eureka's. Rah! Rah! Eulog's.! 
Jan. 14—More gospel teams go out. 
Jan. 15—Down to work! 
Jan. 16—Same old routine! 
Jan. 17— Many go to Marion to 
hear Mr. Haynes. Some get lost on 
the way home? 
Jan. 18—Dr. Glasier has charge of 
the chapel service. 
Jan. 19—Thalo Program. 
Jan. 20—Philo-Thalo t basket ball 
game. Rah! Rah! Thalos! 
Jan. 21—Quite a number of the stu­
dents attend the revival meetings 
down town. 
RINTINGthat pleases. 
RICES most reasonable. 
LENTY of equipment. 
ROMPT service. 
May we  serve  you?  
Yeater Publishing Co. 
Phone 1061 Upland, Ind. 
MODERN THESES 
or the 
Need of Reformation In The Church 
BY 
Arthur C. Zepp 
Introduction by Professor Geo. Shaw 
COMMENTS: 
"It has real merit." "Vivid." "New." 
"Fresh." "Different." Startling." 
"It is heart searching." "It has the 
style of the cataract not of the placid 
river." "It is very clearly and! in­
telligently written: withal a very fine 
book." "CHRIST IS THE CENTER 
OF THE VISION." 
409 PAGES, Price $1.50 P. P. 
Send orders to Edward K. Bos, Advertising Man­
ager of Echo. 
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PAINTING AS AN ART 
IN FRANCE 
pale red circles also proper to nature. 
The nose with its beautiful and deli­
cate nostrils might easily be thought to 
be living. Mona Lisa was exceeding 
beautiful and while Leonardo was 
painting her portrait he took the pre­
caution of keeping some one near her 
to sing and play on instruments or to 
jest and otherwise amuse her to the 
end that she might continue cheerful. 
Thus her face would not show that 
she was over in France during the meloncholy expression often impart-
World War, that many of the ed by painters. On the contrary in 
American boys came to her and earn- this work of Leonardo's there is a 
What is art? Art is a device of estly begged that she would tell them pleasing expression, and a smile so 
mankind used to see and to penetrate what the French people and children sweet that while looking at it one 
the beauties of nature. The power or as well, meant by continually asking thinks its rather divine than human, 
quality of perceiving and transcrib- them if they had seen the Louvre and If we cover the left side of the face 
ing the beautiful or aesthetical in various other works of art of which we see a sad expression; then if we 
nature as in painting and sculpture, they are very proud. As I haye said, cover the right side and have the 
We might enumerate many different not only "grown ups" but childrein as left exposed, we see an enchanted 
kinds of art among different countries well, were surprised and disappointed smile. Of this smile Rose says, " It is 
and people for indeed the field is when our boys told them tney knew seen in its perfection on the lips of 
large. But rather, let us confine our- nothing about these things. Is it be- Mona Lisa that famous portrait, the 
selves to some particular work of cause we are not interested? No, for riddle of which suceeding generations 
this kind and to some specific country, that evening at the appointed time a have striven in vain to read. In the 
Let us take for instance, painting in number of our boys gathered in a Louvre she is still sitting and every 
France. nearby chapel anxious to hear what passer-by is constrained to stop, lured 
By painting we do not mean the our American artist could tell them ty that smile as by a siren's song, 
work of just any ameteur who has about these things in which they were vainly demanding why she smiles and 
been willing to hold in his hand the So interested once having their curi- wjth what intent No man has 
painters brush and "daub" the can- osity aroused. ever penetrated so deeply into a wo-
vas set before him with a display Of But now let us go back to our pic- man's heart, no one has ever felt so 
" gaudy" colors or empty sentiments ture, "Mona Lisa" an.d study the picture stronelv the enchantment of the e-
but one who has subjectively felt the and its history for a few moments. It ternal womanly or transferred it to 
inward throbs of that which he can is the life-size portrait of Mona Lisa canvas with such skill. Walter Pater 
only express with the paint and di Anton. She is seated in an arm- a)s0 says, "It is beauty wrought out 
brush, one that has some object in chair with hands crossed in the lap. from within upon the flesh by strange 
view and works toward it, one who The costume, as much as we are able thoughts and exquisite passion. Set 
has time to live, sympathize and de- to see, for only the upper part of the it for a moment beside the antique 
light himself with his work as did body is visible, is neither elaborate Greek e-nddesc and how thev would! 
Shakespeare with his literature. nor "showy" but very simple. The be trouh^ed by a beauTy into which 
We will look at this work in France back-ground is a beautiful landscape, the soul with its maladies has passed." 
for here are trulv some of the most adding sufficient tone and color to , . . . iui Iieie aie 11 uiy some 01 uie most , . , , We may ask ourselves why so many 
the portrait. However, the beauty 
lies not in the landscape nor entiie- elaboration and remarks on this 
wonderful paintings in the world. 
Here art has pushed its way up 
and elaborate frescoes. 
Today if we should walk through 
through the years, generation after U the beauty of the subject but in picture, and we not only ask it about 
generation and century after century, ^be conception and expression which this picture but many others. Of 
until now, we in America behold with thls great artist has been able to course, they mean nothing to us if 
inexpressible emotions their galleries Paint- Yes> 1 believe it is safe to make we never take tirae to gtudy them; 
this statement because it seems that and that jg the reagon why the 
, „ —e.. Le°nard0 de Venci has painted us an American people of today know so 
the Louvre in France from the Hall a stlact qua ity. eople tell us that uttle about art and the reason they 
of Appollo to the great Salon Carre V*e co 01 s av e become dull and'much have no such works of which to be 
with its artistic chandeliers of honor c ai ened wit 1 time but they were prou(j We think we have not time to 
we would see the walls adorned, with once very clear aad transparent. give to such things as these, but 
paintings that have been preserved Nasari tells us that the eyes have would it not be better to give more 
through the centuries. Among some the lusterous brightness and moisture time to some of these things than to 
of these we will find the famous paint- seen in 1'fe and around them are those that for which the average American 
ing "Mona Liss" by Leonardo de 
Vines or sometimes called "La Giocon-
da". Undoubtedly, more has been 
written about this work of art than 
any other picture in the world, yet 
does this name mean anything to the 
average American and to many of our 
pupils of today? Last summer an 
American artist tola me that when 
Have Your Eyes Examined the Scientific Way 
And You'll Realize Real Eyes 
DR. M. C. KENNEDY, BOSTON STORE, MARION, IND. 
Kennedy Eye Service Satisfies 
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thinks he or she has time? What place 
has art in the hearts and minds of 
the French people? We do not have 
to ponder much over this question. 
Their aesthetic tastes and natures 
have been so highly dteveloped in the 
way of culture and refinement. They 
have so instilled this into the minds 
of their children from generation to 
generation that it is a living reality 
in the minds of both old! and young 
Our children are untaught and thus 
have grown up missing much in life 
which was meant for their good as 
well as for their pleasure. 
While speaking about this subject 
it brings to my mind a story told me 
by a lady who was much troubled 
about the depraved condition of art in 
America. She was visiting at the 
home of one of her wealthy friends. 
The mother in the home made the re­
mark that she believed her little boy 
was highly talented in drawing and 
that someday she hoped he would be 
a great painter. The lady asked to 
see some of his work and what do you 
suppose the little fellow brought out? 
Pictures of "Mutt" and "Jeff"! It was 
along this line that the son of this am­
bitious mother had been practicing. 
Do you suppose France ever pro­
duced any great artists who modeled 
alter the "Funny Papers"? I know 
you will agree with me that this 
sounds ridiculous, yet is this same 
situation not true of America? Whose 
fault was this? Not the little boy's, 
I am sure, ffor he had) never been 
taught but what "Maggie', "Jiggs" 
and the "Funnies" were fitting models 
and patterns from which to develop 
his appreciation for the beautiful. We 
go into many of the modern homes 
and realize that they have no ap­
preciation of painting and pictures, 
for their walls are draped with empty 
sentiments. Let us as college students 
consider this more seriously for if we 
fail, who will hold up the standard? 
—Caroline Churchill. 
DINE AT KEEVERS CAFE 
With Steam Table service, Hot 
Sandwiches at all hours and 
Coffee for the nervous 
Our dinner lunch is 25c 
DR. W. H. ERVIN 
DENTIST 
Office Phone 192. Res. Phone 193. 
Cooley Blk. Hartford City 
O. C. BOWEN & CO. 
DRY GOODS, NOTIONS 
GROCERIES, 
GENTS' FURNISHINGS 
Upland ----- Indiana 
Quality 
Hosiery 
High Grade 
SHOES 
W. A. HOLLIS, M. D.j 
EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT 
Office and Hospital, 214 N. High St. j 
Hartford City, Ind. 
Miller Lumber & Mfg. Co. 
EVERYTHING IN BUILDING 
MATERIAL, WOOD & COAL 
Upland, Ind. Phone 211 
CITY BARBER SHOP 
Barber Supplies For Sale 
TROUT & WEAVER 
• 
The University Grocery 
Full Line of Groceries, Notions, 
Hosiery, Etc. 
CANDY—YUM! YUM! 
Good Eats in General 
UPLAND STATE BANK 
Upland, Ind. 
Capital $25,000.00 
Surplus and Profit $8,000.00 
I. M. MILLER, President 
E. L. BRAGG, Cashier 
SERVICE HARDWARE 
The first Hardware Store on 
your way down town. 
Student Patronage Solicited. 
Upland - - - - - Indiana 
COLLEGE FRESHMEN 
Thirty-four College freshmen, 
chaperoned by Professor Draper, 
gathered in the "gym" for a party 
on January 13, 1923 at four o'clock. 
Alter many enjoyable games had 
been played refreshments were serv­
ed. At siz o'clock the freshmen were 
called to order and after prayer, Miss 
Iva Hawkins and Mr. Harold, Beane 
entertained the class with humorous 
readings. 
The entire class is urged to be pres­
ent at the next meeting.—Lucy Lar-
rison, '26 Reporter. 
WOMEN'S WEAR 
THE QUEEN CITY 
OPPOSITE GLASS BLOCK 
MARION, IND. 
Phone 507 
SEND IT TO 
"THE HOUSE 
OF CLEANLINESS" 
Laundry 
Dry Cleaning 
Carpet Cleaning 
Watch for the White Truck 
BROWN LAUNDRY 
& Dry Cleaning Co. 
LOYD OLSON, Agent 
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EUREKA DEBATING CLUB 
The evening of January 13 was spent 
in a business session. Numerous mat­
ters which demanded immediate at­
tention were discussed. 
In the absence of Mr. Clench, Mr. 
Draper acted as secretary. 
On the evening of January 20 the 
program for the hour was a debate 
on the question: Resolved, that the 
aeroplane will become an important 
factor of commerical transportation, 
in the future. 
The affirmative was upheld by Mr. 
Ketchum and; Mr. Boyll while Mr. Has-
brook and Mr. Johnston were the 
speakers for the negative. The de­
cision of the judges was rendered in 
favor of the aifirmative. 
After a brief critics report by Mr. 
Briggs the election of the Triangular 
Debator's was held. The following 
were elected: 
First team—Mr. Gose, IVIr. Boyll. 
Second team—Mr. Holterman, Mr. 
Squire. 
Third team—Mr. Buckmaster, Mr. 
Whitnack. 
Let's get behindi our club and make 
this term a term of prosperity. 
E. C. H„ C. '26. 
Law. Both participants and listeners 
were benefited; many members ex­
pressed their opinions that some real 
work had been accomplished. The 
success of this drill was in a real 
measure due to the chairman, Mr. 
Cortez, who handled the session in a 
masterly fashion. 
S. A. Witmer. 
SOANGETAHAS 
EULOGONIANS 
The Eulogonian Debating Club is 
moving forward. Not satisfied with 
merely being a better club, it is 
endeavoring to be the best club pos­
sible. Under the able leadership of 
Messrs. Kendrick, Daughenbaugh, and 
Pilgrim, the "Eulogonian" standards 
will be maintained at the usual height. 
Mr. Daughenbaugh has already dis­
tinguished himself as censor, by de­
vising some helpful programs. 
The' Eulogonians met in regular 
session Jan. 13. Preliminaries were set 
aside in order that the club could 
proceed immediately to the program. 
Parliamentary drill. This was not the 
ordinary "move second the motion 
laugh" style of drill. Due to a novel 
and systematic arrangement insti­
gated by our censor, various members 
were prepared to be exponents of 
certain portions of Parliamentary 
BEN BRADFORD 
QUALITY SHOE SHOP 
Upland Indiana 
The Soangetaha Debating Club met 
in regular session in room 3 on Sat­
urday, January 13.. The meeting was 
devoted entirely to business, plans 
for the club banquet being made. 
The regular session for January 20 
was also devoted to business, plans 
being made for the debate with the 
Mnanka Debating Club. 
One noticeable feature of the re­
cent club meetings is the splendid 
attendence and evident interest on 
the part of the members. The girls 
are standing back of their officers 
in a manner which speaks well for 
the success of the club this term. 
They loyally and enthusiastically sup­
port every plan proposed to make the 
Soangetaha Debating Club an ideal 
club, and are willing to work hard 
to bring honor to the gold and blue. 
—Iva E. Hawkins, C.. '26. 
All the latest 
Sheet Music 
Victor Records 
Player Rolls 
Sieinway 
Pianos and 
other leading 
makes of 
Pianos and 
Player Pianos 
Houre of Butler 
Marion, Ind. 
E. C. HUNT, Local Agent 
SHOE CO. 
Opposite Glass Block 
MARION, INDIANA 
HOLINESS LEAGUE 
One of the most vital, enjoyable, 
and spiritual organizations of Taylor 
University is the Holiness League. 
What a real j'oy it is to see Society 
Hall filled at six-thirty every Friday 
evening with young people whose 
motto is "Holiness unto the Lord." 
One of the new students made the 
following remarks: 
"I used to read in Holiness papers 
about meetings which were led of the 
Spirit and which people seemed to 
enjoy more than a good meal. While 
I did not doubt the possibility of such 
a thing, yet it seemed idealistic, and 
almost too good to be true. Since I 
have come to Taylor, however, I 
know it is true. When I go to the 
meetings of the Holiness League, I 
feel like "The Little Match Girl who, 
Ralph C. Cottrell 
Glasses Scientifically Fitted 
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN 
TO SCHOOL CHILDREN 
421-422 Marion National Bank 
Phone 246 Marion, Ind. J 
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after shivering with cold and tremb­
ling with hunger as she peeped 
through the windows of pleasant 
homes on Christmas eve, was sud­
denly placed among the happy people 
within. I wish it were possible for my 
friends at home to enjoy the meetings 
too." 
On January 12, our Vice-President, 
Miss Ruth Lortz, had charge of the 
meeting. After Miss Lortz read II 
Tim. 2, the meeting was spent in 
prayer. An altar call was given, as 
usual, to which two responded. 
On January 19, Mr. Pilgrim was 
with us. He desired, he said, that 
there should be no human leader, but 
that the Holy Spirit should lead. Most 
of the time was spent in prayer for 
the school, for the meetings down 
town, for some of our friends who 
were ill, and for many others whose 
needs had been presented. When the 
seven-thirty bell rang, it was unan­
imously voted to remain for praise 
andi testimony. Again, two students 
responded to the altar call. 
To those who may have been un­
able to attend the meetings thus far 
the Holiness League extends a hearty 
invitation to come and share the 
blessings.—Ethel M. Buffington, '25. 
THALONIAN LITERARY 
SOCIETY 
» •  •  • •  -  -  -
America's Breakfast 
DELICIOUS 
Brand 
Rolled Oats 
Ask your Grocer. 
Jos. A. Goddard Oo. 
Distributors 
Muncie Indiana 
The Thalos met the first week of 
the winter term in a business session 
to elect officers. The following were 
elected. 
Censor, Wilma Love. 
Review Editor, Mr. Holterman. 
Vocal Critic, Dorothy Higgins. 
Literary Critic, Mr. Douglas. 
Instrumental Critic, Mr. Diaz. 
Tellers, Smith Twins. 
Basket Ball Mgr. for girls, Wilo-
denne Countryman. 
On Friday night the Thalonian Lit­
erary Society gave the first program 
of the winter term. The program 
was well rendered and was enjoyed by 
those present as shown by the en­
thusiastic applause after each num­
ber. The president, Mr. Briggs, used 
for the subject of his inaugural ad­
dress, "The Stewardship of Self". He 
showed that one must iirst have stew­
ardship of the physical. A person has 
a greater influence in life if he is 
strong physically. Second, one must 
have stewardship of will. He must 
learn to make the best choices. A 
weak choice today makes easier a 
weak choice tomorrow and a choice 
for the best today makes easier a good 
choice tomorrow. Third, one must 
BLUMENTHAL & CO. 
'The Best Place to shop after All.' 
Marion's Greatest Style Center 
Quality Merchandise Only— 
No doubt you believe 
THE LARRIMER ART SHOP 
is the very best place in this sec­
tion for photographs and frames. 
As usual, this year, we give 25% 
discount to Taylor students, and 
promise you our best work. 
A man is as old 
as he looks— 
Let a good. Clothcrait Suit 
help you keep young 
GOLDEN EAGLE 
THE CLOTHCRAFT STORE 
UPLAND GAS CITY 
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have stewardship of opportunity. 
People go through life today with 
many opportunities knocking at their 
VOLUNTEER BAND 
The Volunteer Band met January 
door and yet fail to use them. The ®th with the president, Mr. Bonner, as 
guestion is not whether my talent is leader. This meeting, the first of the 
big enoulgh for me but whether I am winter term, was given over to pray-
big enough for my opportunity. The er> song> and praise. The Holy Spirit 
last and most important is the stew- was 'n our midst and gloriously man-
ardship of the individual spiritual tested Himself. The students coming 
life. One's chief aim in life is to back from the Christmas vacation 
travel the road to perfection and to were praising their Saviour anew for 
reach this perfection one must pray. the wonderful way in which He had 
Prayer should be the power house of been blessing them personally, 
every individual to relate himself to On January 15th we kept in tune 
God. Cease to pray and your con- with the precedent which had been 
nection with God will be broken. established in the first meeting of the 
Miss Kobayashi delighted the aud- term. Mr. Soudah was the speaker of 
fence with a vocal solo, which she the evening and he brought to our 
sang in a way that only she can. Miss hearts a burning message of God's 
Dorah Larson read "The Death Dick" love. As we listened we could hear 
by Mark Twain. The piano solo by the heart-cry of the Arabian people 
Ralph Henning and the readings by and surely there was no one present 
Miss Iva Hawkins evoked an en- whose missionary zeal was not kindl-
thusiastic response from the audience, ed afresh. Arabia has been overlook-
The program was closed with a snap- ed by missionaries it would seem; but 
py unusual rendition of the Tha- God has not failed to see her need 
Ionian Review. and surely He will supply. Let us 
Come on Thalos, let us get back of pray that laborers may be thrust in-
our Society and push and not stand to this field which is already, "white 
in front and block the way. Let us unto harvest." 
be loyal as Thalos to our society, to The Volunteer Band should be the 
our school and to our Savior.—A. C. one organization in Taylor Univer-
Rehme, '25. sity, where the call of God will fall 
ATHT FTir,«i °n t'lose w^° c°me in cantact with 
1 ICS it come and jojn us each Monday 
Eureka—Eulogonian ®vening in the Lord of the 
The Eulogonians "snapped out of harvest to send forth workers. He. 
it" January thirteenth and partially surely answer for we have a 
made up for their loss of the first £reat God. , 
game of the series. The score being RePorted by the Secretary, 
17-31 in the Eulogonians favor. This Edith Collins. 
being a game each for the two clubs, 
a third game will have to be played. PRAYER BAND 
Philo—Thalo . . 
The first game of the Philo-Thalo Rejoice! and be exceeding glad 
series was played January twentieth For unto thee is great wealth come, 
at eight o'clock. This event had been Behold! thy rags of filth and shame, 
j^mg awaited and enthusiasm ran thou canst not change, 
high during the game. The Thalos see ye> Christ hath brought to 
were the lucky crew this time. The thee a glorious robe! 
game was not all we expected due And now cast off thy rags, 
to the loss of Johnson on the Thalo And clothe thyself instead with His 
team. The affray however was in- bright gown, 
teresting from start to finish and it And give to Him thy thanks, thy 
is a fact that although the Philos praise, thy life, 
were beaten they exhibited some ex- And Christ will add to this fair robe 
cedent material which can be worked a erown. 
into a formidable aggregation. The As children of the King, we stand 
amazed at the riches of the grace 
THALO which is ours through Christ, and as 
Earl Smith a prayer band me have opportunity to 
Lopton come together and send up great an-
Jones thems of praise unto Him who has 
Whitmer washed and made us white in his own 
E. Smith holy blood and clothed us in His own 
righteousness-
Substitutes: Cook for Thompson; Mc To pray in the Spirit is to pray to 
Crimmon for Lopton. God. To recieve the Holy Ghost is to 
DR. F. L. RESLER 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
Office Over Postoffice 
Phones: Office 1132. Res., 104 
Upland, Indiana 
W. E. WAGONER 
DENTIST 
Rooms 406-7 Glass Block 
Phone 1235 Marion, Ind. 
IN MARION 
For Ladies' Ready-to-Wear 
and Millinery 
THIRD AND ADAM J* JUT. 
For Men's Wear 
final score was 14-20. 
PHILO LINE UP 
Rupp 
G, Ayres 
W. Paul 
Wing 
Thompson M. 
R. F. 
L. F. 
C. 
L. G. 
R. G. 
Referee, Leiber 
FARIS & FARIS 
Optometrists 
Eyes examined by state examined 
and registered Optometrists. 
CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED 
ALL LENSES DUPLICATED. 
DR. C. C. FARIS 
DR. EMIL FARIS 
South Side Square. Phone 1410 
MARION, IND. 
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pray in the Spirit and to pray be­
lieving is to pray with thanksgiving. 
For "In everything by prayer and sup­
plication with thanksgiving, let your 
requests be made known unto Gocl." 
The Prayer Band of Taylor Uni­
versity earnestly desires to pray 
through to God in ever closer com­
munion and to this end we are pray­
ing that the Lord shall pour out his 
Spirit not only upon us, but upon the 
whole wide world or as Joel prophesi­
ed "Upon all flesh." And we as mem­
bers of the Prayer Band pray that 
the Spirit of the Lord may richly 
rest upon our President, Miss Martin, 
that she may be even a greater in­
spiration to us than she is and has 
been. 
We are glad to pray for others as 
well as ourselves and to you who send 
and are requesting our interest we 
say with joy, "Cast thy burden upon 
the Lord, and he shall sustain thee." 
—C. D. Clench. 
PHILALETHEAN 
The Philalethean Literary Society 
rendered the following program in 
the Schreiner Auditorium on Friday 
evening, January 12: 
Devotions Chaplin 
Inaugural Address. Miss Ruth Spiers 
Piano Solo Miss Mary Bonner 
Reading Miss Ruth Harris 
Duet Misses Mildred and) 
Doris Atkinson 
Reading Mrs. Edward Hultz 
Standard Editor 
In the inaugural address, Miss Spiers 
not only set forth the virtues of the 
Philalethean Literary Society, but 
spoke with enthusiasm, expectation, 
and real delight in its outlook lor the 
future. After enjoying Miss Bonner's 
solo, the audience was told by little 
Miss Ruth Harris why pussy never 
grew to be a cat—because it was a 
pussy willow! After the Misses Atkin­
son pleased the audience with song 
and Mrs. Hultz read for them "The 
Erl Ring", Mr. Gilbert Ayres, acting 
KARL V. TOPP 
FRESH, SALT AND 
PICKLED MEATS 
208 S. Walnut St. Muncie, Ind. 
as editor of the Standard, enabled 
many Taylorites to "see themselves as 
others see them." Though he depicted 
characters well he stimulated the 
imagination of the audience by flash-
Continuedl on page 19) 
HORBURY'S MEAT MARKET 
Full Line of All Our 
F resh and 
Smoked Prices 
Meats. Are Right. 
Phone 1092 Upland, 
S. A. MARTIN 
DENTIST 
251 S. Walnut Street 
MUNCIE, IND. 
GOLDEN RULE REPAIR SHOP 
I All kinds of auto, harness and shoe I 
| repairing. New parts furnished!, j 
S. A. D. HOWARD 
Graduation Gifts 
are found in our 
Gift Department 
Portraits 
Kodak Finishing-
BURRIS SMITH 
Gift and Art Shop 
West Side of Square 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
Distinctive Styles In 
Hosiery 
Hosiery that is "different" and yet 
conforms to every requirement of 
good taste. Women's hosiery in all 
the fashionable colors, also in 
novelty designs; some with hand 
embroidered clocks. Price range 
from 50c to' $2.75 a pair. Let this 
store supply your hosiery needs. 
RISINGERS 
North Side Square, Hartford City. | 
I 
DR. ALLEN B. CAINE 
Osteopathic Physician 
j Office Hours 10-12 a. m., 2-5 p. m. 
I Telephone 72 Marion, Ind. 
Sixth Floor Marion Nat. Bk. Bldg. 
DR. H. N. TURNEY 
DENTIST 
i Phone 58. Marion, Indiana j 
X-Ray Equipment 
508 Marion National Bank Bldg. 
HOCKETT STUDIO 
Photographer 
of the "Gem" pictures. 
Have Your Picture Taken 
By Us. 
Fairmount Ind. 
Phones—Office 81, Res. 52. 
Hours: 9-10 a. m. 2-4 and 7-8 p. m. 
Charles A. Sellers, M. D-
Internal Medicine and X-Ray 
Diagnosis. 
Portable X-Ray for bedside use. 
Rooms, Dick Building, Hartford 
City, Ind. 
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Lulu Whitaker—"Do you like tea?" 
Alma Beers—"Yes, but I like the 
next letter better." 
If any one misses a suit case go to 
Mr. Pangborn. We hear he has taken 
the grippe. 
Mr. Rhee: "Since I came to Taylor 
I have forgotten all about English 
grammar. Which is correct to say, I 
is crazy or I am crazy?" 
Mr. Chang: "Of course, I am crazy!" 
Juanita Landon: "Teacher, can any­
one be punished for something they 
didn't do?" 
Miss Ortlip: "Why no; of course 
not." 
Juanita: "Well, I haven't done my 
grammer lesson." 
From Front to Rear 
Tramp—"Madam, I was at the 
front ——." 
Kind-hearted lady—"My poor man. 
Another victim of that terrible war. 
Here's a dollar. Tell me how you got 
into these straits." 
Tramp—"I was going to say that I 
was at the front door an' nobody 
answered, so I came around to the 
back. Thankee, mum." 
Prof. Draper in Trig. Class—"If I 
told the class to construct a right 
triangle with complimentary angles of 
30 and 60 degrees how many in the 
class would have the same sized tri­
angle?" 
"Chunk" Wing—"Mr. Ketcham and 
Miss Spaulding." 
Madelaine Bien—"May I borrow 
your red middy?" 
"Johnnie" Spiers—"Why the form­
ality?" 
Tiny—"I couldn't find it." 
The Terrors of English 
If an S an I an O and a U 
With an X at the end spell Su, 
And an E and a Y and an E spell I, 
Pray what is a speller to .do? 
Then if also an S and an I and G 
And a H E D spell side, 
There's nothing left for a speller to 
do, 
But go commit siouxeyesighed. 
You can tell a Freshman by his 
green looks. 
A Sophomore by that stack of books. 
A Junior by his looks and such, 
You can tell a Senior, but you can't 
tell him much. 
NELSON STUDIO 
You have friends they should 
have a Nelson portrait of you. 
223 W. Main St. Hartford City Ind. 
Louise Smith—"You are hoarse this 
morning. You must have caught cold 
in the chapel last night." 
Velma Cassidy—"Shouldn't wonder. 
I sat in the Z row. (zero) 
Vera Holtzapple—"Mrs. Faulder has 
a wonderful invention in the way of 
a clock." 
Shigeru Kobayashi—"What's won­
derful about it?" 
Vera—"Well, beginning at ten o'­
clock, instead' of saying "coo-coo", 
it says, "time- to-go." " 
If it's Bread, Cakes, Cookies, or 
Buns or anything in the Bakery 
line you want, call the 
UPLAND BAKERY 
Phone 382 Guy Swartz, Prop. 
Professor—"Can you tell me what 
tropic crosses South America?" 
Mr. Samuelson—"Can't, sir." 
Prof.—"Correct for once." 
C HARLES S. CLARK, D.D.S. 
Dentistry and Oral Surgery 
I. O. O. F. Bldg. Phone 115 
Hartford City, Indiana 
"Dot" Higgins—"Did you ever hear 
the story about the two men?" 
Thelma Anderson—"No." 
"Dot" H.—"He! He!" 
Mont Oliver—"Ever heard of aero­
plane poison?" 
Mr. Johnson—"No, what is it?" 
Mont Oliver—"One drop is fatal." 
Photographer to Mr. Cortez—"Now 
look pleasant a moment. That's it. 
A moment longer. There! Now you 
may resume your natural expression." 
Lloyd Olson drove to Marion 
One cold winter night 
And on Yiis way returning home 
He seemed to lose his sight. 
He wanted to stop in Upland 
But, Oh! what a pity 
When he awoke he found that he 
Had gone to Hartford City. 
We wonder why he lost his way 
On a road he had traveled before 
But, nevertheless, when he awoke 
He was at the court house door. 
Of course, there was a reason 
Which some understand quite well, 
But those who know, think it best 
For them not to tell. 
However, we'll try to give you a hint 
Without mentioning any name, 
By saying that he wasn't alone 
And not altogether to blame. 
Cut Flowers 
of all kinds in season 
Help Taylor University by 
purchasing your cut flowers 
j and potted plants from us. 
Taylor University 
Greenhouse 
B. A. Atkinson, Florist 
[Phone 894 Upland, Ind. 
We will allow a 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT 
to all Taylor U. Students on 
Ladies' Ready-to-Wear 
Men's Furnishings, Shoes 
and Dry Goods 
"See Us First" 
u 
V 
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ing pictures of those characters upon 
the screen. 
A short business session was held 
immediately after the program to 
elect three new officers. The follow­
ing were elected: 
Editor of the Standard Mr. A. C. 
Thompson 
Cheer Leader Mr. Alfred Trafton 
Janitor Mr. William Rhee 
—Ethel M. Buffington, '25. 
COSMOPOLITAN CLUB 
Something new has happened1! Yes 
even at our beloved Taylor, some­
thing unexpected and wonderful has 
taken place. For from out the midst 
of her student body there has emerg­
ed to hold forth Salvation's torch, 
the Cosmopolitan Club! 
To the astonished and delighted 
hearers of this announcement, we, 
as a club, wish to take you into our 
confidence. Know therefore that a-
mong the children of this wide land, 
attending Taylor, there are sons and 
daughters of other birth, who having 
the common bereavement of home 
and kindred, and the common possess­
ion of Grace and Jesus, have by glad 
affirmation, banded themselves to­
gether with the avowed purpose of an 
International Brotherhood in Christ 
and a fervent zeal to make the Light 
of the world a world Light. 
How this eventful achievement 
came about is a story in itself. Our 
wide awake boy from Korea conceived 
the idea and his persevering energy 
did much to make the inspiration a 
reality. To the charter members, the 
name of Mr. Choo will always recall 
a sense of appreciation. 
After the customary maneuvoring 
we had our Constitution recognized 
and there and then received official 
acknowledgement as the Cosmopolitan 
Club of Taylor University. 
Our membership is unique. How­
ever customary respect to the official 
club standing of our members shall 
be ignored and discriptions of our­
selves, as you shall see will be at 
random. 
First then there is Mr. Chang, who 
hails from that great nation which 
shall yet give her heart as one man 
to Christ, and thus provoke Isreal to 
jealousy, even China. Mr. Chang will 
graduate from college this year and 
is vice president of our club. 
In order not to give too much of 
a good thing at one time, more of 
Mr. Chang and the rest of us will 
be related next time. Watch for it!— 
C. D. Clench, Rep. Pro-tem. 
Our We Give 
Stock of Properly 
Fashioned H. BLAKE 10 Per cent Discount 
Ready-to-Wear READY-TO-WEAR To All 
is Enlarging Hartford City, Indiana Taylor University 
Every Day Students 
LONG'S 
'Always" A Superior Grade. 
OFFICE 120 W. 3rd ST. 
CLEANERS 
DYERS 
Send Orders by Parcel Post. 
MARION, IND. 
Toilet Sundries Sporting Goods 
Stationery Physician's Supplies 
The Pioneer Drug- Store 
i^t&XaiUL Stare 
Upland, Indiana 
Kodaks Paints 
Books Wall Paper 
CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS and SHOES 
FOR MEN AND BOYS 
CRONIN & CHALFANT 
The Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes 
HARTFORD CITY. IND. 
Special Discount given to Taylor University Students 
"Red" and "John" 
Hayden-Lieber Company 
HARDWARE and SPORTING GOODS 
Hartford City, Indiana. 
We appreciate the patronage of Echo readers and assure all who 
;rade here a full measure of value for their money. 
Always 
something of 
interest 
at the big 
Weiler 
Stores 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS GIVEN 
TO TAYIOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
Largest 
Distributors 
of quality 
merchandise 
in eastern 
Indiana 
Taylor 
The 
University and 
Methodist Church 
It is known that Taylor University is named for Bishop 
William Taylor, the apostle to the non-Christian world, the 
modern St. Paul and that he sponsored it joyfully in his life­
time. The school has never been under conference control but 
has always done interdenominational work. An unsuccessful ef­
fort last year to bring it under conference control led to a re­
action that settled it more permanently in its original policy 
out of this, some misunderstanding grew, to the effect that old 
Taylor had turned against Methodism, but it has not. May we 
be modest and say that Methodism might rejoice if all her 
colleges were as loyal to her old time policies as Taylor Univer­
sity. At this moment the Methodist Episcopal Church has seven­
ty-five candidates for the ministry and mission field educating 
at Taylor, besides those representing other churches. The 
change of its patronizing body from the Methodist Local 
Preachers Association to the Alumni Association does not mean 
that the institution has fallen into anti-Methodist hands. Our 
alumni are the salt of the earth. Taylor holds out the hand of 
fellowship and renders service to every denomination that will 
accept its service. Happily wehave reached an age when those 
who would object to this are a negligible quantity. 
